
PowerPlan’s Asset Investment Optimization Suite delivers 
a comprehensive view of an organization’s asset health and 
enables organizations to create defendable asset plans and 
ultimately extend the life of their assets.

Public sector organizations are constantly having to do more with less and funds for 
future investments are limited. Municipalities, cities or counties can raise taxes, borrow 
funds, reduce services or extend the life of their existing assets. Asset investment 
strategy becomes critical when determining what the investment needs are, prioritizing  
those investments to understand which are most important, and creating a defendable 
plan that can justify additional investment.

A comprehensive platform for for asset 
optimization and capital planning   
PowerPlan’s Asset Investment Optimization Suite is comprised of two core applications 
– Asset Decision Support and Asset Investment Planning. The Asset Decision Support 
component analyzes
any asset through its entire lifecycle and performs 
multi-year predictive analytics for measurements 
such as condition, risk, cost and failure modes to 
predict asset investment needs. Asset Investment 
Planning enables you to identify, document, prioritize 
and budget for your capital projects or operational 
programs and then it lets you link the assets they  

will impact.

Asset Investment Optimization Suite

ENABLING THE PUBLIC SECTOR TO OPTIMIZE THE 
LIFE OF THEIR ASSETS AND DEFEND INVESTMENTS

One Solution.
Many Capabilities.

•  Centralized asset 
register & hierarchies

•  Configurable,  
predictive investment 
strategies

•  Event and demand 
forecasting

•  Risk analysis and 
mitigation

•  Prioritized project 
planning

•  Asset investment 
planning

•  Multi-variable 
optimization

•  Automated asset 
management plan 
generation



We understand your challenges
The infrastructure investment deficit is at an all-time high, while resource funding is more, and more 
limited. Public sector organizations are feeling the strain and must be able to justify investment while 
doing more with less.

How it works

Organizational Challenges
•  Visibility into investment needs  

Unclear what assets need investment and 
when that investment needs to occur.

•  Up-to-date asset plans 
Significant effort required to produce up-to- 
date asset management plans.

•  Multiple data sources 
Disparate data sources and legacy 
spreadsheets stifle planning and analytical 
processes.

•  Knowledge base 
Difficulty retaining corporate knowledge once 
experts leave the organization.

•  Evolving strategies 
Sustaining a resilient asset management 
strategy against external influences and 
regulations.

Solution Value 
•  Defendable plan 

Fact based plans provide justification for asset 
investment plans over the short and long term, 
to both internal and external stakeholders.

•  Improved transparency 
Concise reporting helps key stakeholders 
leverage real-time information for agile decision 
making. Ready access to detailed information 
for identifying, analyzing and tracking costs, 
benefits and savings.

•  Higher return on investment 
Scenario analysis and optimization tools enable 
quick insights into impacts of various strategies.

•  Increased efficiency 
A consistent, co-located view of assets and 
projects helps organizations explore the short- 
term and long-range impacts of strategic 
decisions to make the most of available funds.

“ The inventory and assessment will allow the District to conduct better long-term asset 
management planning and financing to address the replacement of key infrastructure while 
minimizing negative impacts on residents, business owners, and on the District’s financial 
stability. The benefits of a comprehensive asset management system include the following: 

 •  Better prioritization of capital projects relative to long-term risks and costs; 
 •  Ability to determine optimal rehabilitation and maintenance schedules and processes; 
 •  Determination of financial impact of deferred capital maintenance; 
 •  Support the paygo funding process which will ensure capital assets are well-maintained 

into the future; 
 • Optimal timing of delivering new projects.” 

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, 

Government of the District of Columbia



Key Features
What-if analysis
Run an unlimited number of what-if scenarios. Each 
scenario can be saved as a snapshot and labeled. These 
snapshots can then be analyzed against each other for 
comparative purposes to help identify the best option for 
the organization.

Supports all asset & project types
Allow users to create their own asset and project types. 
The types may include any attribution, details and 
calculations required to support the organization.  An 
unlimited number of asset and project types are allowed, 
thus an unlimited number of assets and projects are 
supported as well.

Plan both asset investments and projects
Capture and document the business cases for both asset- 
based and needs-based projects. Evaluate options, justify 
the investment and align with strategic objectives.
 
Event and demand forecasting
Forecast based on individual asset age, condition and risk 
to develop asset work plans that forecast repair, renewal 
and replacement activities.

Risk analysis and mitigation
Measure the risk of failure based on an asset’s location, 
age and condition, allowing you to mitigate risk by building 
asset management plans that address high-risk assets first.

CAPEX/OPEX planning
Enable finance to identify, analyze and track total asset 
lifecycle costs, benefits and savings associated with assets 
and projects.

Asset plan generation
Along with a variety of outputs, the solution generates a 
formatted, ready-for-delivery set of plans – both capital and 
operational – at the click of a button. These documents 
provide complete, defensible and evidence-based support 
for your organization’s future activities and investments.

Portfolio optimization
Determine the best schedule for executing projects based 
on multiple variables, including cost, benefits, risk and 
strategic alignment.

Configurable to customer specific needs
Configure users based on specific needs. Working with 
your staff and any outside consultants or engineers, we 
will configure the system to match your specific workflow 
needs, policies and processes.

Integration
With seamless integration, the solution allows for real-time 
connectivity to your key data source systems including 
EAM, GIS and ERP. 
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Asset plans are one click away



Leverage the PowerPlan Asset 
Investment Optimization Suite to  
align with global guidelines.
PowerPlan Asset Investment Optimization aligns closely 
with ISO 55000 and PAS 55 specifications. Through 
performing strategic, long-range asset, risk and budget 

management, the solution manages various aspects 
of the asset lifecycle – from construction, ongoing 
maintenance and operation to its eventual retirement 
or decommissioning. Your organization can leverage 
PowerPlan to confidently support your management 
framework and processes.

PowerPlan adds value to all  
levels of your organization
From executives to planners, Asset Investment Optimization is a valuable solution 
suite for staff at various levels of your organization:

 •  With concise dashboards and reporting, executives can utilize real time 
information to support agile decision making.

 •  Insightful CAPEX/OPEX information supports finance with identifying, 
analyzing and tracking costs and savings associated with assets and projects.

 •  An accurate and consistent view of all assets helps asset managers explore 
both the short-term and long-range impacts of strategic decisions.

 •  Engineers and project managers are enabled with a unique platform to 
capture and document the business cases for both asset-based and needs 
based projects.

 •  Operations and Maintenance can understand the state of assets and execute 
projects with confidence.
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